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A murmur from another world

This emphasis on the human voice led to the development of techniques ... water can be heard, coupled with the voices of families fishing in the streams. 
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A murmur from another world by Philippe Le Goff



Traditional inuit culture was primarily oral. Before the inuit made contact with explorers and whaling ships, their musical world was an exclusively vocal one, setting aside the animal-skin drums used by the shaman. This emphasis on the human voice led to the development of techniques that tapped the full potential of their vocal apparatus. Arctic acoustics and activities related to hunting also played an important part in the development of these special skills. As hearing is paramount for hunters, the ability to control sound allows them to appropriate a given space and to control it. Inuit vocal techniques underscore this relationship to the environment, especially as regards the acoustic environment. With the changing seasons Arctic region undergo major shifts that determine patterns of settlement, use of resources and social organisation. In winter the landscape is white and bright. The ice pack extends to bottom of the fjords and far out to sea, making sled-based transportation easier. The air is dry and visibility is excellent ; silence prevails and any noise stands out clearly. For these reasons, winter favours the inuit. Acoustic conditions vary along with environmental conditions : although snow muffles sound, ice causes sound to reverberate impressively. Since animal or other noises may indicate the possibility of danger, keen hearing is especially important. The inuit teach children to identify sounds around them for their safety, especially when alone. The ability to pinpoint sounds accurately can save lives in case of extreme danger. For example, the sound of footsteps on frozen snow can indicate the depth or fragility of the snow pack, especially during periods of thaw. In summer, the arctic landscape changes radically : water flows freely and flowers appear on the dark green tundra ; the stubborn sun hangs in the sky. The sound of lapping water can be heard, coupled with the voices of families fishing in the streams. The migratory birds have built their nests and their young are twittering away. The summer soundscape is dense compared to winter, when the silence of the ice pack hangs heavily, disturbed only by the whistling wind. Dramatic changes in acoustics thus go hand in hand with major shifts in environmental and climatic conditions. “One day a fissure appeared in the mount of ice, which broke apart with a loud bang, like a gunshot. The noise itself came to life and took the form of a man. His name was Nutik. Because his craggy face was a source of shame, he shunned all human contact“.



Relationships with the environment and the animal world occupy a prominent place in the inuit conception of the universe and its origins. Their legends frequently refer to remarkable acoustic phenomena such as thunder. Thunder came into existence because two ill-treated sisters decided to retaliate against the abuse they had had to endure. According to the quotation by Taamusi Qumaq that heads this chapter, phonation – the production of sound by the voice – is common to humans and animals and in both cases it ca affect the world. A shaman’s incantations are likened to the action of a projectile, and the verbal duel between the Raven and the Fox resulted in alternating periods of daylight and darkness. The sound produced by the Raven – qau, qau, qau – creatied light and gave rise to human activity, the growth of knowledge and the appearance of the Inuit, who began to see themselves as distinct from their ancestors, the Tuniit. In the Inuit world view, it was at this primeval moment that human voices began to differ from those of animals. In the Inuit’s oral culture, phonation encompasses a wide variety of sounds produced by the human body and little use is made of extern al instruments. Nevertheless, the Inuit do use tall grasses, such as lime-grass, to make a whistling sound by rubbing it between their hands. Among the different applications of the human voice, mimicry is central. Since people in the Arctic rely on hunting and fishing, the ability to interpret environmental signs is crucial. In consequence, adults teach children from an early age to hone their listening skills. Children learn to imitate sounds to approach animals, such ads Canada goose, which is particularly shy, or small birds and lemmings not regarded as game. Mrs Qilakpaaq, originally from Baffin Island, was a long-life hunter. When we met her in 1991, she could still make a dozen or so animal sounds with great accuracy. She especially enjoyed imitating the raven (tulugaq), which lives close to humans all year round. The Inuit pay close attention to the sounds of the natural world, using their voices to interpret and control their acoustic environement. This has led to highly diverse forms of vocal activity, including flawless reproduction of natural sounds that lie well beyond the normal speaking and singing ranges, created by using all the possibilities of the human body. “He now moved slowly round, with lifted elbows and closed handes. His eyes were nearly shut and in a sharp discordant voice he repeated ‘Oo-yêe-oo- yêe’ several times, at the same moment showing his teeth. This I construed into a kind of invitation to the ladies, who simultaneously burst into usual chorus of ‘Amnaââ, ya, a ya’ with their eyes closed and all standing in a perfectly upright posture. The hands of many were joined under the front flaps of the jackets“. The extensive and detailed descriptions left by explorers such as Lyon and Parry, who landed in Canada’s far North in the early 19th century, draw us into an universe of sound that the authors,



despite initial – and altogether understandable – sense of amazement, tried to describe accurately. The scenes they related occured at the qaggiq, a large ceremonial hall made of snow. Sounds are described in detail, using a wide variety of termes :discordant cries, strange guttural noises or sounds produced in the throat, reminiscent of the ventriloquist’s art. The author also provides a detailed description of how these sounds were organised : “Looking steadfastly and gravely forward repeating the words ‘tâbak-tâbak, keibo keibo, kebangenuto-eek kebangenuto-eek, amatam amatama’ in the order in wich they are here placed, but each at least four times, and always by peculiar modulation of the voice speaking them in pairs as they coupled above“. This journey into the Inuit’s universe as it existed before any sustained contact with the europeans reveals how they used a rich palette of sounds that went beyond the handful of vocal games that we know today. Nevertheless, contemporary games constitute a prized legacy that sheds light on the process of oral transmission, in particular a body of sounds of no direct semantic value. Research shows that these vocal games – known as katajjait - and the various thechniques involved make us use of highly flexible motifs. Improvisation is based on a repertoire of sounds, that performers combine as they like. We met a group of trained female singers in the town of Povungnituk (Puvirnituq) in Nunavik in 1998. Thses women had taken up the katajjait



again at the instigation of their uncle, a



clergyman, and used random elements to create completely new games. Vocal games, also referred to as thoat singing, are a remarkable way of mastering sound. Competitions take place against a backdrop of mutual challenges issued by singers. Most throat singers are women, at least in contemporary communities. Although words or word fragments are sometimes used, sounds devoid of meaning produced with the throat or head are usual, in either they their voiced or unvoiced variations. Sound is produced while breathing in and out, and respiratory rythms thus serve to strcture game, which requires mastary of continuous breathing techniques involving the whole body. The main vocal game played today is much like a duel – a competition in the truest sense of the word – that reveals a concern for aesthetics while relying on physical skill. Throat singing requires mastery of the space around oneself, together with the body and the sounds it produces. Vocal games test participants’ physical and intellectual skills. They must demonstrate complete control of their bodies, breathing and voices. In the past, some legal proceedings were resolved by having the adversaries take part in singing duels. The special importance attached to the human voice and its widespread applications also extends to eh spoken word. In inuit society, speech is based on social status, family rank and knowledge. As a result, those who choose to speak show great reserve. Young people will remain silent if they are



unfamiliar with a subject, especially in the presence of an elder. In principe, a pisiq – a song relating a personal experience – is only composed by an experienced adult, or unummarik. The pisiq are handed down generation to generation, building on the qualities of the spoken word. Guttural sounds are avoided, an melodies and rhymes are designed to facilitate memorisation. The pisiit, circumstancial tales, contain fragments of inuit history. In 1991, i was amazed to hear Nua Meeku, from Nunavik, using a traditioanal french tune, « chevalier de la table ronde », for a song recalling childhood memories of his father, who used to take him caribou hunting (Nua Meeku was very surprised in turn to learn that I knex the song). Contacts with the Qallunaat (the term used to designate whites) led to adoption of vocal styles based on appropriation and mimicry, and singers spontaneously adapted foreign tunes into the inuktitut language by including references to inuit culture. The ability to take material and creat new songs from it is still widespread today. This skill depends on keen hearing, diversity of vocal material sense of spontaneity in creating new forms to organise the process. The inuit vocal techniques underscore the primary importance of the body, which is viewed as a coherent whole, integrated with nature and the cosmos.



Published in the catalog of the exhibition «When words take shape» Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle de Lyon, Musée d’art inuit Brousseau edited by Glénat
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